
The wine

Ca La Mar brings simple pleasures to our glass. It recalls the freshness 
of the Mediterranean and satisfies thirst. It is a pleasant wine, light and 
good-drinking that awaits us after a walk on the beach, at the end of an 

intense day and to celebrate an unexpected reunion. It is a perfect bottle 
to share with those who, like us, love wine.

Varieties  Merlot, Syrah, Grenache, Carignan
Vol.  12%

Ca La Mar is labeled with 4 different illustrations, all of them chromatically connected 
to each other. In the boxes of this wine you will find combinations of these four illustrations.
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Ecology and sustainability

The two varieties with which we elaborate Ca La Mar rosé come from 
vineyards 100% worked with ecological practices, certified with the 
CCPAE seal of the Consell Català de la Producció Agrària i Ecològica, 

which guarantees that the quality and health of the grapes are achieved 
with completely natural preventive methods. We also carry out sustainable 

practices in the winery, such as reducing the weight of the bottles to achieve 
a reduction of the carbon footprint in transport and the use of solar energy. 
This attitude helps us to maintain a rich and varied ecosystem, which benefits 

the environment and, therefore, the grapes we use to make our wines. 

Winemaking
We carry out a pellicular maceration to obtain the maximum aromatic potential 

of the two varieties and the characteristic pink color of the wine. 
The free-run juice ferments at low temperature in stainless steel tanks. In the 
second fermentation we ensure the formation of the delicate bubbles, their 

perfect integration and stability. 

Sensations

Ca La Mar is ample and gourmand on the palate, its bubbles are fine and 
invigorating.  It offers aromas of ripe red fruits with subtle hints of fennel 

that make it a fresh rosé ideal for quenching thirst. It harmonizes with lighter 
appetizers and also with more savory foods such as rice dishes, grilled white 

meats and all types of pasta.
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